
GOLD LOCK
SECURES
YOUR CONFIDENTIAL

INFORMATION

GOLD LOCK SECURES YOUR CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION IN A NUMBER OF WAYS

To encrypt and decrypt information in transit, sender and recipient must have a key. Using complex 

algorithms, Gold Lock software randomly generates a pair of keys. The sender’s key can only lock, is 

public and can be transmitted openly. The recipient’s key unocks, is private and is never transmitted. As 

a further precaution, Gold Lock changes the keys every three seconds, so even if a private key could be 

obtained, t would immediately become worthless.

Gold Lock uses a incredible triple layered encryption using different techniques in each layer. Even the 

Gold Lock developers, some of the most expert ethical hackers in the world, cannot break into Gold Lock 

encryption once it is being used.

Gold Lock routes your voice call using data networks such as 3G, GPRS, Edge etc. This means your call is 

not only encrypted, it is completed ‘invisible’ to the cellular (voice) networks and any equipment being 

used to monitor them. Because of this there is no record of  the call on any bill so it remains untraceable 

even after the event.

In many countries it is a legal requiremet for providers of encryption products to incorporate a ‘back 

door’; an undisclosed point of entry for authorities to monitor the information being sent. Gold Lock 

comes with a guarantee that no back door exists. We think secure should mean secure.

Gold Lock is practical and  easy to use on sandard mobile phones, PCs and Landlnes, which means it get 

used asa matetr of course, every day, ensuring the greatest possible protection wherever you are.



TRIPLE LAYERED ENCRYPTION FOR
MOBILE, FIXED LINE, VOICE AND DATA

Subscribers to the Gold Lock 4G network are sharing their confidential information 

knowing their privacy is protected by the World’s most secure encryption technology for 

mobile, fixed line, voice and data.  Gold Lock was developed for the Ministry of Defence in 

Israel, home of the World’s most respected security technology and is sold under licence 

from them. 

 

Gold Lock is easy to use though.  It is available on the widest range of platforms for ease 

of adoption within and between organisations.  To secure your communication with Gold 

Lock  simply requires a downloadable application on your standard Android, iPhone or PC. 

The application interacts with the Gold Lock network for authentication and routing. It 

also manages the encryption between devices. No extra hardware or modification is 

required on your mobile or PC, making Gold Lock easy to adopt and unobtrusive to use. 

For organisations with a number of devices to manage, the Gold Lock Secure Portal offers 

a single point from which to manage all subscribers.  

Because interception of calls is done by monitoring the cellular (GSM) networks, Gold 

Lock uses the global mobile data networks (3G, GPRS, Edge, etc.) or Internet via WiFi to 

avoid detection.  No record exists of your calls or texts and they do not appear on any 

phone bill, providing that extra level of confidentiality.

The Gold Lock PBX Gateway extends the same protection to conventional or VoIP 

landlines for complete telecommunications security between mobile and office.


